
AGENDA 

DEANS’ COUNCIL MEETING 

9:00 – 10:55 PM, November 20, 2013 

Meeting location: A-701 

 

1. Graduate Program ceremony     Jahansouz (Sara) – 
Commencement looks long this year; 1200 graduating students, plus first MBA class. Also Sheriff 
Garcia is speaking. Concern that in order to deal appropriately with graduate recognition within 
Commencement will take too long. Can plan to do something different in spring and afterwards, 
but how do we deal this year? 
 

2. Enrollment       Hugetz (Ed) – We seem to be on 
track with new admissions, although a couple of grad programs are underperforming. However, 
our best chance at making up our budget shortfall for the year ($700K so far) is with retention of 
existing students. About 6300 students are undeclared, and about half of them have not yet 
seen an advisor and gotten approval to register. Jarrett’s operation is actively contacting those 
students to try to get them in to meet with advisor. Trying to get them not to wait till last 
minute. Colleges are actively working with their declared majors. We need to retain 92% of our 
continuing students. We did 89% last spring, so it’s not out of reach. 
 

3. Update on Compensation Study     Hugetz – Struggling with 
consultant report on model for faculty salary – data doesn’t take into account years in rank, 
focuses on status only. Our averages aren’t bad, but that ignores whether someone is new or 
veteran. Implication is that there’s not problem with staff study, but right now, working on 
faculty aspect, looking for model to address compression. 
 

4. Academic Affairs Council     Hugetz – They’re working on 
policy on academic appointments – criteria for clinical faculty, endowed chairs, senior lecturers 
added. Wants Deans to be sure and look at draft; they are meeting tomorrow. Need to look at 
conflicts between appointment policy, evaluation policy, and promotion and tenure policy. 
Encouraging trend to including lecturers in shared governance, etc. Provost also called attention 
to draft of grading policy and curriculum support committee policy, which establishes path 
through curricular process for academic programs that aren’t situated in any academic 
department. 
 

5. Program Coordinators      Pearson (Elaine) – Different 
academic departments have different duties and compensation for same positions, confusion 
between coordinators and assistant chairs. Provost wants a consistent method for determining 



how many are needed and comparable ideas of what they do, etc. Pearson was considering 
number of majors as criterion, but feedback was to look at curricular responsibilities – some 
disciplines don’t have many majors, but do have lots of SCH’s, which take time to manage. 
Pearson will work with Deans and chairs. 
 

6. Honors Council       Birchak (Chris) – Working on 
forming a new version of this – already have search committee for director, membership based 
on college’s level of involvement in honors, which falls in general education. So search 
committee has two faculty from CHSS, two from CST, one from COB, one from CPS. Do Deans 
want same set-up for Honors Council? Yes. Ultimately, will probably include staff, but faculty 
elected first. 


